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Introduction 
Who were some of the finest warriors who ever lived?  In truth, there are too many 
to choose from, so we decided to make it a bit easier by focusing only on the Far 
East.  Here are our picks for the Top 5 Eastern Warriors. 

Miyamoto Musashi 
The first is the legendary Samurai duelist 
Miyamoto Musashi.  Musashi was born in 
Japan around 1584 and died in June 1645. 
He was also known as Shinmen Takezo, 
Miyamoto Bennosuke, and Niten Doraku. 
This legendary swordsman was 
renowned for his outstanding samurai 
skills and boasted an unblemished 
dueling record, winning all of his 60 
contests. His nearest rival, Ito Ittosai, 
trailed by 27 contests. An incredible feat 
by an incredible man. 

Musashi, as he is most commonly known, 
founded and developed the Niten-Ryu 
style of swordsmanship. It’s a technique 
that involves the use of two swords rather 
than one at the same time – a master 
feat of multitasking. Musashi’s style of 
swordsmanship is still studied, practised, 
and used today. 

Miyamoto Musashi // Image Credit: Wikipedia 

The First Duel 
At the age of 13, Musashi had his first successful duel. He left his village a few years 
after his success to travel, engaging in more duels along the way. When war 
broke out in 1600, Musashi took part in numerous battles alongside The Toyotomi 
clan during the conflict. His experience and raw talent was vital and saved his life. 
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Successive Victories 
Musashi, when aged about 20, began dueling against the Yoshioka School. 
Musashi challenged the master of the school Yoshioka Seijuro to a duel. A single 
blow by Musashi to his counterpart’s left shoulder saw Musashi emerge 
victoriously. Seijuro’s brother, the newly appointed head of the school, wanted to 
avenge his brother’s defeat. A bit later, and Musashi was once again was the 
victor after disarming his new opponent. 

Understandably, the Yoshioka family were enraged at the two successive defeats 
and put together a team consisting of archers and swordsmen, challenging 
Musashi to a battle. This saw the birth of the Niten Ichi sword style. Due to being 
unfairly outnumbered, Musashi had to draw his second sword to defend himself. 
He did, however, kill a man named Matashichiro during the opening stages. 

Musashi continued to travel, dueling and learning along the way. It is estimated 
that he battled over 60 times and was never defeated. It was often said that 
Musashi didn’t care which weapon his opponent chose to use due to his 
exceptional swordsmanship. 

No Rest In Retirement 
Musashi retired to a cave in 1643, and that is where he authored the acclaimed 
The Book of Five Rings. Prior to that, he had also penned another text, Hyoho Sanju 
Go Kajo, which translates as Thirty-Five Instructions on Strategy. 

Incredibly, Mushahu had even more skills, as he was also a talented artist. He 
created many masterpieces using classic ink and calligraphy. His pieces were 
characterised by his use of ink washes, and he mastered the broken ink school of 
landscapes too. 

A couple of years after retiring to the cave, Musashi died, allegedly of cancer. 
Immediately before his peaceful passing, he had written Dokkodo. It was based 
on self-discipline. Musashi’s body was removed from the cave after his death, 
and he was buried in armour. 
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Hattori Hanzō 
The second warrior of our Top 5, Hattori Hanzō 
also came from Japan but was the opposite of 
a Samurai – a ninja.  He is arguably the most 
well-known ninja in modern times. His father 
was a minor samurai who served the 
Matsudaira clan.  Hattori was born sometime 
around 1542 and lived 54 years until his death in 
November of 1596. He is often called Hattori 
Hanzō Masanari/Masashige I to distinguish him 
from other members of his family who carried 
the same name. 

Hattori Hanzo // Image credit: Wikipedia 
 

Hanzō's exploits were due not to his skill as a warrior but to his ability as a 
commander (though he was an excellent spear fighter). He often used guerilla 
tactics when attacking castles in place of direct assaults.  Hattori fought in his first 
battle at the age of 16, when he attached Udo Castle at night. From then on, he 
participated in other battles including rescuing his daimyō’s (lord’s) hostage 
daughters at age 20 and sieging Kakegawa Castle at age 27.  At age 30, he fought 
in the battle of Mikatagahara where he captured a spy and counter-attacked 
across a river with a force of only 30 men.  For these brave deeds, he was 
awarded command of a 150-man Iga ninja unit. 

Fast forward a few years, and Hanzō was in charge of defending Iga province (the 
homeland of the ninjas) from a ferocious attack by an enemy commander 
Nobunaga.  While he was ultimately unsuccessful, he was able to significantly slow 
enemy forces for two years until he was finally routed by forces under Nobunaga’s 
direct control.  After Nobunaga’s timely death a year later, Hanzō made his most 
significant contribution yet: he helped Japan’s future shōgun (military dictator) 
Tokugawa cross Mikawa province with the help of the remnants of the local Iga ninja 
clans.   

Toward the end of his life, Hanzō gave up fighting and became a monk. He took the 
name “Sainen” and built a temple which was later named after him. Today, his 
remains are kept in Sainen-ji temple cemetery in Yostuya, Tokyo.  His physical legacy 
lives on in the Imperial Palace, which has a gate that still retains his name. His cultural 
legacy is even more significant with many stories, films, and movies portraying 
different aspects of his life. 
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Genghis Khan 
Moving on, our next Top Warrior is one of the 
most famous leaders of all time: Genghis 
Khan. Khan led the Mongols on a conquest 
that would eventually form the largest 
contiguous empire in human history.  All was 
not power and roses, however, as he came 
from quite humble beginnings. 

A Child Groom 
There is not much known about Genghis’s 
early life, though legends abound due to his 
later prominence.  What is known is that he 
was born Temüjin, one of at least seven 
siblings.  At the tender age of nine, his father 
arranged a marriage for him and took him 
to live with his bride’s family, a political ally, 
until he reached the marriageable age of 
twelve years.  

Genghis Khan // Image Credit: Wikipedia 

However, this questionably happy state of affairs was not to last, for, on the way 
home, his father met some enemies who poisoned him.  Learning of this, the 
future conqueror left his bride-to-be and went home to his tribe in order to claim 
his father’s place as chief. The tribe rejected him, however, and he was forced 
with his family to flee and live off the land alone. 

Temüjin had an older half-brother Begter who began to seek power as he 
reached adulthood, and he planned to take Temüjin’s mother (not his own 
mother) as his wife.  Temüjin resented Begter for this, and on a hunting excursion 
with his other brother Khasar, they killed Begter. 
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A Rising Star 
Temüjin’s mother reportedly was a wise woman, who taught him about the need for 
political stability among the then-divided nomadic tribes of today’s Mongolia.  This 
teaching combined with the harsh life of the open plains began to prepare Temüjin 
for his future role. 

Temüjin’s reputation began to increase when he was captured in a raid and later 
escaped.  He eventually managed to complete the marriage his father had arranged, 
cementing the political alliance between the two tribes.  His wife Börte was soon 
captured herself and given away to another man.  Temüjin managed to rescue her 
with the help of his closest friend Jamukha and the soldiers of an ally. This capture 
would have historic repercussions, as Börte gave birth to a son nine months later, 
making it unclear who the father was.  This would later complicate the matter of 
succession for the empire. 

While Genghis followed the tradition of taking multiple partners, only Börte and her 
children received any rights of inheritance. She bore him three more sons who would 
eventually become rulers themselves. 

Two Paths Divided, One Chosen 
The two friends Temüjin and Jamukha had each become Khan of their own tribes. 
Childhood friends, they had taken an oath to remain faithful to each other all their 
lives as blood brothers.  However, their differences in governing philosophies began 
to cause a rift in their friendship.  Temüjin favored a meritocratic method, and as such 
his ranks were filled with people of all classes.  Jamukha followed the traditional path 
of aristocracy.  When Temüjin was eventually elected as Khan of the Mongols, 
Jamukha successfully attacked him, driving him into a sort of exile. 

Eventually Temüjin was restored to power when he took part in an attack against 
people that had been oppressing his fellow tribesman.  Temüjin continued to gain 
power by marriage, this time marrying his son to a daughter of Toghrul, an ally. 
However, Toghruls’s and Temüjin’s relationship was rocky at best, with Toghruls’s son 
Senggum unsuccessfully attacking Temüjin, and Toghrul refusing to give his daughter 
in marriage.  This refusal led to war, with Toghrul teaming up with now-former-friend 
Jamukha against Temüjin. However due to previous atrocities committed by 
Jamukha, many soldiers deserted to Temüjin.  This, combined with disagreements 
between Jamukha and Toghrul, led to their eventually defeat.  Jamukha escaped to 
the Naimans, who eventually elected him leader.  This caused another showdown 
with Temüjin ending in Jamukha’s defeat due to more desertions.  This defeat made 
Temüjin the sole ruler of the Mongols, and he took the name Genghis Khan. 
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The Mongol Empire 
With the clans united, Genghis began planning his empire.  His first step was to 
invade the lands to the south.  Correctly surmising that the Xia would not be aided 
by the ruler of what is now northern China, Genghis attacked.  Though the 
conquest was successful, it was a hard one due to the Xia’s defenses. 

With the south quelled, Genghis turned his attention to the east, to the Jin who 
had not defended the Xia in their time of need.  Noting the threat Genghis now 
posed, the Jin assembled their forces. However, due to a messenger’s defection, 
they lost the tactical advantage against Genghis and were defeated in a 
slaughter.  This forced the ruler of the Jin to abandon modern Beijing and 
essentially surrender the northern half of his realm to the Mongols. Two decades 
later, the remainder fell to the Mongols. 

The Mongols were tired after nearly a decade of fighting, so Genghis chose only a 
few soldiers to strike west.  Using nefarious tactics, they managed to weaken the 
Qara Khitai before attacking directly and securing the victory.  Continuing west, 
they managed to secure territory all the way to the Caspian Sea. 

The empire kept expanding, eventually reaching India to the south, Iran to the 
west, Russia to the north, and Korea to the East. 

Succession and Death 
Genghis managed to live to old age.  However, the closer he got to death, the 
more troubled the empire became over who would succeed him.  While, 
traditionally, his oldest son Jochi should succeed, the question of his parentage 
and the refusal of one of Genghis’s sons Chagatai to support Jochi should he be 
named the successor made this choice untenable.  Because of this refusal, 
Chagatai was also disconsidered, so Genghis chose his third son Ögedei as his 
successor. 

In order to further ease tensions, Genghis divided his empire into four Khanates 
and gave each to one of his sons.  Jochi’s early death meant his Khanate was 
given to his two sons.   When Genghis died, according to the custom of the time, 
he was buried in an unmarked grave. 

Ögedei continued expanding the empire after his father’s death, with the Mongol 
Empire eventually covering all modern-day China, as well as reaching Eastern 
Europe. 
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Lu Bu – Loyalty Like Sand 
Moving on to China,  Lu Bu was a dynamic man 
who played an important part in Chinese history. 
A cunning warrior, his martial prowess was 
nearly unmatched.  However, what he had 
physically he lacked in tactical ability and 
personal loyalty. 

*Note to the reader. We realize Chinese names               
are not easy for the Western reader, so we have                   
limited the names given only to main             
characters* 

Lu Bu // Image Credit: Wikipedia 

The Backstabbing Begins 
Lu was from what is now Inner Mongolia – the 
northernmost province of China.  A renowned 
martial artist, he was recruited by the Cavalry 
Commandant and taken to Henan – located 
centrally in China.  When the Emperor died, Lu Bu 
went with the Commandant to the capital 
Louyang to join a coalition led by a general in 

deposing some corrupt and powerful eunuchs.  Due to the eunuchs faking an 
imperial degree, the general was killed, and warlord Dong Zhuo took his place. 
Dong Zhuo successfully took the capital, but wanted more control of the coalition, 
so he induced Lu Bu to kill the Commandant who recruited him.  After the 
Commandant’s death, Dong Zhuo appointed Lu as the new Commandant, and 
eventually promoted him to General. 

Now, Dong Zhuo was not a benevolent dictator, and the populace grew unhappy. 
A coalition was formed to oppose him, led by Yuan Shao.  Lu Bu was in 
co-command of one of the defense forces.  Unfortunately, Lu could not get along 
with his co-commander, giving one of the enemy commanders the opportunity 
to attack and force them into retreat.  The defense had to pull back to the capital. 
Dong Zhuo decided to move the capital to Chang’an, farther East.  He 
“encouraged” the populace to come with him by burning Louyang.  Luckily for him, 
the coalition petered out and dissolved. 
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As you can see, Dong Zhuo was not a very nice man.  Because of this, he was 
worried about potential assassination attempts.  Therefore, he chose Lu Bu to be 
his bodyguard.  However, even in front of a trusted compatriot, he still could not 
stop his fits of rage. One day, during such a fit, he threw several daggers at Lu Bu. 
As you can imagine, regardless of how well Dong Zhuo had treated him, Lu was 
not happy about this.  Because of a secret affair Lu was having with one of Dong’s 
maids, he also was feeling less loyal to Dong. 

Lu took the opportunity to make his complaints known, and he just happened to 
talk to the wrong people: two officials who had a secret plan to kill Dong Zhuo. 
They decided to let Lu in on the plan, and he, after putting up a token defense, let 
them talk him into killing Dong, which he did quickly.  With Dong Zhuo dead, the 
two officials seized power and appointed Lu to one of the higher positions in the 
new government. 

A coalition formed to oppose the new government, and Lu Bu was in command of 
the defense.  This time, one of the enemy commanders decided that dueling 
rather than fighting was the best way to attack, and he approached Lu Bu with 
the offer.  Lu Bu, being an expert martial artist, accepted and won the duel, leaving 
the commander injured.  The commander’s soldiers rescued him, and even 
though the duel had been won by Lu Bu, fighting eventually commenced.  Now, as 
we’ve noted before, Lu Bu was an excellent fighter but a rather poor commander, 
and he was forced to withdraw from Chang’an.  
 

A Few More Betrayals 
Lu Bu traveled until he found Yuan Shu, the brother of Yuan Shao (a leader in the 
former coalition who opposed Dong Zhuo’s rise to power).  Because of Yuan Shu’s 
dislike of Dong Zhuo, Lu thought Yuan would be grateful to him for killing Dong. 
However, this was not the case, and Yuan grew worried of Lu Bu, especially as Lu 
had allowed his men to raid the area, territory which belonged to Yuan.  Lu Bu, not 
one to stay where he was not welcome, left to meet Yuan Shao. 

Lu Bu joined Yuan Shao’s forces and helped during many raids against a man 
called Zhang Yang.  However, the same problems that had occurred with Yuan 
Shu reared their heads, this time being severe enough that Yuan Shao plotted Lu’s 
death.  However, Lu got wind of it and ordered one poor soldier to be a decoy and 
sleep in his tent.  The soldier was murdered in his sleep, and Lu fled to the enemy 
Zhang Yang for refuge! 
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Lu sweet-talked his way into Zhang’s good graces by bringing up that they were 
originally from the same province and should help each other.  Zhang Yang 
protected him from Yuan’s men, as well as from some other former associates of 
Dong Zhuo.  Eventually Lu Bu decided to leave and return home. 

On the way home, he met Zhang Miao, whom he befriended.  Zhang Miao ruled 
over territories ultimately controlled by Cao Cao, a powerful warlord, who was an 
ally of Yuan Shu.  However, when Cao Cao left to attack another province, Zhang 
Miao’s younger brother started a rebellion.  Lu Bu, of course, had to join in, and he 
took control of the city of Puyang and declared himself Governor.  Cao Cao cut 
short his campaign and returned home to oust the rebellion.  Lu Bu and Cao Cao 
fought for over 100 days, but Lu’s side fared worse because of a drought and 
locusts.  It got so bad that the people of Puyang started to resort to cannibalism. 
Lu had to leave, so he moved his base east to Shanyang.  Cao Cao eventually 
caught up and won the battle, once again forcing Lu to flee. 

Lu met a man named Liu.  Lu was very respectful to Liu, but by this time Lu had 
gained a reputation as a backstabber, so Liu did not trust him, though he kept this 
distrust quiet.  Yuan Shu heard that Lu was staying with Liu, and sent Lu a private 
letter detailing Yuan’s former struggles with Dong Zhu, thanking Lu for killing Dong, 
and asking him to help Yuan remove Liu from power in exchange for a large 
amount of and continuous flow of supplies, as well as shelter.  Lu was delighted 
and, when Liu led an army to fight Yuan Shu, kidnapped Liu’s family.  Yuan Shu’s 
army managed to defeat Liu, so Liu was forced to return home in disgrace, 
humiliated on both sides.  However, Lu was not happy that Yuan’s promised 
supplies were late in coming, and welcomed Liu back with open arms, appointing 
him to a high position in the government Lu had just usurped from him!  

Not only was Lu an impressive warrior, he also had unparalleled archery skill. 
When Yuan Shu sent a general to attack him, Lu set up a bet, where if he 
managed to hit a polearm exactly in one designated spot, the opposing force 
would leave.  He made the shot, which impressed everyone, and prevented the 
battle. 
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And A Few More 
Yuan Shu eventually got a bit big for his britches and declared himself Emperor. 
This quickly attracted the attention of the real Emperor, who ordered anyone who 
could to kill Yuan.  Yuan feared Lu, so even with all their past history, he proposed 
a marriage alliance between his son and Lu’s daughter which Lu accepted. 
However, Lu was convinced not to go through with the marriage once he was 
reminded how Yuan had treated him in the past, so he ordered men to catch up 
with the convey and take his daughter back. 

During this time, Lu also sent a message to the real Emperor, and, in return, was 
appointed as a General. This involved getting a physical seal as part of the 
promotion.  However, the emissary bringing the seal lost it, and the responsibility 
and guilt for this action fell upon Lu.  He wrote another letter to the Emperor taking 
responsibility, attempting to explain why he had not supported the Emperor 
earlier, and proclaiming his attempt to follow all the Emperor’s commands to the 
best of his ability, particularly the command to eliminate Yuan Shu.  Surprisingly, 
Cao Cao, the warlord whom Lu had fought against before wrote encouragement 
to Lu and paid for the making of another seal, as the Imperial Treasury did not 
have enough.  However, Cao Cao also warned Lu about Lu’s connections to Yuan, 
advising him to immediately sever all ties. 

When Yuan, still waiting for the marriage convey to arrive, got news of Lu’s newest 
betrayal, he was livid.  He allied with two other commanders and prepared to 
attack Lu.  Lu got wind of the attack and, via a letter reminding the two 
commanders of the real Emperor’s command and a promise of vast rewards for 
helping, managed to win them to his side.  Together, Lu and the two commanders 
struck toward Yuan’s capital, plundering all the way.  

When Lu drew close to Yuan, Lu sent a messenger taunting Yuan about the fact 
that he had managed to sway Yuan’s allies to his side.  Then, he and his men 
laughed at Yuan across a river, then withdrew.  
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Lu Meets his End 
A few years later, Lu found himself allied with Yuan again, this time against Liu Bei. 
With Lu not leading the army himself, Lu’s commander managed to win against 
Liu, plus some reinforcements Cao Cao sent.  Cao Cao decided to strike directly at 
Lu Bu.  As Cao closed in, he sent a letter to Lu outlining why it would be best for Lu 
to surrender.  Lu almost did, but his advisors all remembered Lu’s previous 
betrayal of Cao Cao and urged him to reconsider.   He did for a time, but as Cao 
ramped up his attacks, Lu once again found himself preparing to surrender.  His 
advisors again pushed back, so he sent a request for aid from Yuan Shu. 

Yuan, still upset about the whole marriage renegement, laughed at Lu’s 
emissaries.  Lu’s emissaries told him he would suffer too if Lu was defeated, so 
Yuan made a show of preparing his forces.  Lu, knowing none of this, correctly 
guessed that Yuan was still upset about the failed marriage alliance, attempted 
to kidnap his daughter and single-handedly fight through Cao Cao’s lines in order 
to personally deliver her to Yuan’s son!  While Lu was a master warrior, he was not 
good enough to win, by himself, against the whole army, especially with his 
daughter tied to his back.  Having to take cover against the enemy’s archers, he 
was forced to retreat back into the city. 

Lu decided to strike against the enemy’s supply lines, but his wife, better able to 
read the political undercurrents between Lu’s advisors, advised him not to go. 
This resulted in a few rounds of silent tug of war over Lu’s mind, with Lu constantly 
changing his opinion to coincide with whom he heard from last.  Cao Cao, unable 
to break into the city, was beginning to get tired, but his advisers convinced him 
to keep trying.  Cao tried a different tactic, diverting two rivers in order to flood the 
city Lu was in.  Lu’s men were losing the will to fight, and eventually a few of Lu’s 
subordinates managed to capture Lu’s troublesome advisors, then surrender to 
Cao Cao. 

Lu tried to have his men kill him and present his head to Cao, but they wouldn’t do 
so.  Lu was then captured by Cao’s men and brought before him.  Lu pleaded with 
Cao, and Cao almost released him, but Liu Bei, who was also there, reminded Cao 
of how untrustworthy Lu was.  Lu, finally feeling the sting of betrayal himself, was 
enraged at Liu, ironically calling Liu “the most untrustworthy person”.  Cao finally 
ended Lu’s betrayal spree by having him hanged. 
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Wu Zetian – Sole Female Chinese 
Emperor 
Another Warrior from China, Empress Wu is the only recognized female Emperor 
in all of Chinese history, and the first of only two women to wear the yellow robes 
of the Emperor.  Here is her story. 

*Note to the Reader: Some of the people in this story have names that are very 
similar or identical in written English.  Thus, we refer to such people mostly by their 
titles and position* 

From Lavish Beginnings 
Wu Zetian was born in the same year as a 
total solar eclipse seen across China.  Her 
father was a successful businessman 
and her mother was from a powerful 
family.  Li Yuan, a future Emperor, was 
close to the Wu family, and on his 
accession granted her father many 
senior managerial roles. 

Because Wu’s family was so well-off, she 
was not expected to do the menial labor 
that women normally did.  So, while the 
servants did the work, she had to find 
something else to occupy her time. 
Luckily for her, her father, unlike most men, 
encouraged her to read and develop an 
education, and luckily for him, she proved 
quite capable and interested. 

Wu Zetian // Image Credit: Wikipedia 

At the young age of 14, she was taken as an imperial concubine (for a later 
Emperor than the family friend). Because of her ability to read and write, she 
became a type of secretary as well.  While she did not seem to be much favored 
by the Emperor (only rank 5 out of 9), she did manage to attract the eye of one of 
the Emperor’s sons, and the two of them had an affair. 
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The Emperor died, and, as Wu had not had any children by him, she was 
consigned to a monastery to live out the remainder of her life. Fortunately for her, 
the prince she had an affair with, due to two disgraceful older brothers, ended up 
being the next Emperor, even though he was the youngest son. One day, the 
former prince came to offer incense to the late Emperor, saw her and 
remembered.  His Empress Wang was there too and saw his reaction.  Now, 
Empress Wang was not highly favored by the Emperor, who preferred Consort 
Xiao to Empress Wang.  Hoping that the arrival of a new concubine would distract 
the Emperor from Xiao, Wang told Wu to clean up and brought her back to the 
palace as a new concubine 

To the Top 
Within a few years, Wu was of the first rank of concubines.  As time passed, the 
Emperor favored her more and more. When Wang and Xiao, who had been rivals, 
combined forces to counter this rising threat, it was too late and cost them 
dearly. 

Wu was not one to take challenges to her power lying down.  By this point Wu had 
had two sons and a daughter by the emperor.  Soon after, Wu’s daughter died in 
suspicious circumstances, and Wang was framed, with Wu accusing Wang and 
her family of using witchcraft to kill the child. (Because of Wu’s later ruthlessness, 
some think she deliberately murdered her own daughter to remove Wang as a 
rival.)  Wang had no children, and the Emperor used this as a convenient excuse 
to depose her.  Wu took Wang’s place as the new Empress. 

Wu stayed busy behind the scenes.  During the following year, the heir apparent 
was changed from Xiao’s oldest son to Wu’s.  The next year saw many officials 
who had spoken out against Wu’s replacement of Wang being exiled to remote 
provinces or killed.  3 years after that, and Xiao’s oldest son was arrested and 
exiled as well.  Also, during this time, the Emperor began to suffer from a 
debilitating illness.  Wu proved capable of helping with state affairs, and, over 
time, began to make more and more decisions for the Emperor until they were 
considered equal in power. 

Eliminating the Competition 
This continued for 4 years, and, eventually, the Emperor began to see Wu as a 
threat to his own power.  He asked a servant for advice, and the servant 
suggested that he depose Empress Wu.  The Emperor had that servant draft an 
edict deposing Wu as Empress.  Wu got wind of this and managed to arrive in 
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person and plead her case.  The Emperor, always having a soft spot for Wu, could 
not go through with it.   
Unfortunately for the servant, the Emperor chose to blame him to save face. 
Furthermore, the servant had served on the staff of Xiao’s oldest son, the former 
heir-apparent.  Wu used this fact to link the servant with the former heir in a 
fabricated treasonous plot, causing the servant to be executed and the former 
heir to commit suicide. 

Wu was intensely loyal to her mother (to whom the Emperor had lavished great 
honors, as well as to Wu’s late father), but not to anyone else in the family.  The 
Emperor decided to honor Wu’s older sister and her two brothers.  The brothers 
mentioned that they did not feel they deserved to receive the posts based solely 
on their relation to Empress Wu.  Wu’s mother was not happy, so Wu, in order to 
avenge her mother’s unhappiness, saw fit to exile her brothers to remote 
provinces.   Wu’s older sister had attracted the attention of the Emperor, and he 
considered taking her to the palace as another concubine.  Wu got wind of this 
and had her older sister poisoned and accused her brothers of doing it!  Thus, 
with one stroke, she got rid of her siblings.  After Wu’s mother died a few years 
later, her oldest sister’s son made it clear he suspected Wu of killing his mother. 
Wu had him accused of dishonoring her mother’s memory and raping the 
daughter of an official.  He was then exiled and there eventually died. 

The Death of Sons 
The Emperor’s health eventually deteriorated enough that he considered making 
her regent.  However, he reconsidered when two officials advised against it. 
Empress Wu continued eliminating all rivals.  The Emperor had shown favor to his 
aunt, whose daughter was married to Wu’s third son.  So, Wu had her own 
daughter-in-law arrested and starved to death.  Her first son, the heir, urged her 
to not take so much power to herself, and to allow his half-sisters, the daughters 
of Consort Xiao to marry.  Wu poisoned her son and his half-sisters quickly died. 
Two more of the Emperor’s sons were accused of crimes and demoted. 

Li Xian, her second son, became heir-apparent.  He heard some (untrue) rumors 
that he was not Wu’s son but Wu’s older sister’s and began to question his 
heritage.  Li had a sorcerer that both Wu and the Emperor respected killed 
(probably because the sorcerer said he was not fit to be Emperor).  So, Wu had 
him accused of treason and planted a large number of weapons at his residence 
to back up her claim.  He was deposed and exiled, making his younger brother the 
new heir. 
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Around 8 years past, and the Emperor died.  Her third son Li Zhe took the throne, 
and Wu became Empress Dowager, the official title of the mother of the Emperor. 
The late Emperor had written in his will for his son to take immediate power on his 
death and look to Wu for advice.  His son did the first part, but not the latter, 
instead being controlled by his wife.  He was caught wondering aloud if it would 
be bad to just give the Empire to his father-in-law. This was reported to Wu, and 
she took quick action, deposing her son and installing her fourth-and-youngest 
son as the new Emperor.  Wu took this time to execute her still-exiled second son. 

Emperor in Truth 
By this time, Wu was done with appearances.  While it was customary for the 
regent to still have the too-young-to-serve Emperor issue commands, even if 
they were crafted by the regent, Wu did away with this and just issued them 
herself.  The new Emperor never even got to move to the Imperial Suite, instead 
living in basic house arrest.  At one point, she offered to turn the Empire over to 
him, but at this point, fully aware of who she was, the “Emperor” declined to take 
power.  4 Years later, and she disposed with all pretense, taking the throne for 
herself and founding her own dynasty. 

She was a great and terrible ruler.  Not terrible as in bad, she was eminently 
capable, as acknowledged by even her fiercest critics, but as in terrifying.   She 
had a secret police force that helped her take total control over the government. 
In a far-off province, one of her exiles started a rebellion, and the same official 
who had told her of her son’s musing of turning over the Empire suggested she 
step down, as that should quell the rebellion.  He had apparently forgotten whom 
he was talking to, and was summarily executed, along with all those who tried to 
defend him. 

Her Empire began to corrode from within due to her constant paranoia of losing 
power.  She started a secret police force that some unscrupulous men used to 
gain power, making false arrests and executions in the name of maintaining 
order.  She summoned officials, but they were afraid of being falsely accused and 
executed, so they started a rebellion.  However, they did not  coordinate very well, 
causing Wu’s forces to easily crush them.  Ironically, their very fear caused the 
thing they dreaded, their executions. 

Wu’s deeds are too numerous to account, and most of them are quite interesting. 
However, we do not have the space to recount them all here.  Suffice it to say, 
they followed much in the vein of what we have already recounted, with much 
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terror, executions, paranoia, more executions, and, through it all, remarkable 
competence.  

Losing the Empire 
Toward the end of her reign, Wu was getting old, and two of her nephews were 
pressuring her to name one of them as her successor.  However, her chief advisor 
thought the heir should be someone descended from the late Emperor instead 
and advised Wu to recall her third son Li Zhe from exile.  Wu changed the 
successorship from the Emperor-turned-crown prince back to Li Zhe. 

Wu began to think of what would happen to the Empire after her death and 
foresaw a coming conflict between the Wu clan and the heir-apparent.  To try 
and prevent this, she had them swear an oath for peace.  Wu had fallen in love 
with two brothers, and as she grew older, their power waxed greatly, for she relied 
on them to handle an increasing amount of matters of state.  When her 
grandchildren saw this and began discussing it amongst themselves, one of the 
brothers found about it and told Wu; as punishment she had her grandchildren 
commit suicide. 

The brothers began to worry what would happen to them if Wu died, so they 
falsely accused some of their rivals who were top officials and advisors of Wu. 
They persuaded one of the servants of the accused to help them, but when he 
got before Wu to give witness, he told the truth.  Wu still exiled the accused but did 
not kill them. 

The brothers and their brothers were accused of corruption, so Wu demoted the 
brothers’ brothers, but the two she was close to she did not.  She began to fall ill, 
and only the two were allowed to see her, even though her advisors asked her to 
see only her sons instead.  Wu eventually allowed one of her officials to 
investigate the corruption charges but rendered the investigation superfluous by 
pardoning one of them. 

As her health declined, a coup was formed.  Men who were loyal to the heir Li Zhe 
killed the two brothers, then forced her to yield the throne to him.  Her son still 
honored her, and she was allowed to live in a palace.  When she died, he had her 
entombed with his father. 

*Because of the disputed historicity of some of the events, liberties were taken in 
order to tell a cohesive story. * 
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Conclusion 
We hope you enjoyed these true stories. Of course, there’s much more we didn’t 
cover, but hopefully you feel you’ve got a good grasp now on who these Eastern 
Warriors were and their deeds.  Keep in touch with us on Instagram and Facebook, as 
we often post new interesting facts from sword history as well as show off our 
newest/favourite swords. 

Want to learn more or buy your very own sword?   
 

(UK) Visit us at BladesPro.co.uk > 

(USA) Visit us at AmericanBladesPro.com > 

 

→  See our Clay Tempered Swords 
→ See our Folded Steel Katana Swords 
→ See our Elite Katana Swords 

Thanks for reading!  
- The Bladespro Team   

www.bladespro.co.uk // https://www.americanbladespro.com/ 
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